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AMBIVALENT GROUPS HAVING A FAITHFUL
MONOMIAL IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTER
ION ARMEANU
In this note we shall study the structure of the �nite groups having anonlinear faithful monomial irreducible character of minimal degree.
The notation and terminology are standard (see for example [2] and [3]).All groups will be �nite.
De�nition. i) A rational group is a group all whose irreducible characters arerational valued.
ii) An ambivalent group is a group all whose irreducible characters arereal valued.
Theorem 1. Let G be an ambivalent group having a nonlinear faithful mono-mial irreducible character of minimal degree. Then:
i) G = G �E2, with G � abelian and E2 an elementary abelian 2-group.ii) G � = O(G)P, where O(G) is the maximal normal odd order subgroup ofG and P ∈ Syl2(G �).iii) E2 inverts all elements of G �.
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Proof. We shall prove �rst that G � is abelian. Suppose the contrary, thusG �� �= 1. For an ambivalent group G/G � is an elementary abelian 2-group(see [1]). Let χ a faithful monomial nonlinear irreducible character of minimaldegree. Let H ≤ G and µ ∈ Irr(H ) a linear character such that µG = χ . Let
λ be any irreducible constituent of (1H )G . It is clear that
χ (1) = µG(1) = (1H )G(1) > λ(1),
hence λ(1) < χ (1) and λ must be linear by the minimality of the degree of χ .Then ker(λ) > G � (see [2], p. 25). Thus
G � ≤ ∩ ker(λ) = ker(1H )G = ∩g∈Gg−1Hg ≤ H.
Since G/G � is an elementary abelian 2-group and G � is characteristic in G , itfollows that H is normal in G and the inertia group IG (λ) = H . By Cliffordstheorem (see [2]) χH =�kj=1 µj , where µj ∈ Irr(H ) are the distinct conjugatesof µ in G . Since µj are linear we have ker(µj ) ≥ H � ≥ G �� and hencekerχ ≥ kerχH = ∩j ker(µj ) ≥ G �� �= 1 which contradicts the faithfulnessof χ .Let now O(G) be the maximal odd order normal subgroup of G . SinceG is ambivalent, O(G) ≤ G � (see [1]) and hence O(G) is abelian andG � = O(G) × P with P ∈ Syl2(G �). Let S ∈ Syl2(G) such that P ≤ S .Then S � G/O(G) so that G is 2-nilpotent. Since G is ambivalent and G � isabelian, it follows that G/G � � E2 where E2 is an elementary abelian 2-groupwhich inverts all elements of G �.
Corollary 2. Let G be a rational group having a nonlinear faithful monomialirreducible character of minimal degree. Then G � (E3 × P)E2 where E3 isan elementary abelian 3-group, P ∈ Syl2(G �) has exp(P) ≤ 4 and E2 invertsall elements of E3 × P.
Proof. Since G is a rational group, it is easy to see that
NG (< x >)/CG (x ) � Aut(< x >)
for every x ∈G . By the form of Aut(< x >) (see [3]) the statement follows.
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